OPERATIONS - SAFETY

PROJECT CONTROLS
Compare Planned vs. Actual Hours and
More...
Schedules, Estimates, and Forecasts can
be compared against jobsite tasks to
validate planned vs. actual start, finish,
deliveries, equipment, resource hours and
more.
Use Live and Historical Data for
Improved Planning
Leverage real-time and historical project
data including incidents and labor hours
for project planning and improved risk
quantification and mitigation. Understand
the "true" cost of estimates and schedules.
Reduce Insurance Premiums and Risk
Strengthen risk management. Reduce
insurance premiums with risk ratings by
work type. Win more jobs, avoid delays,
and reduce costs.

Prequalification Reduces Incidents
Prequalified workers are 60% less
likely to have injuries and incidents.
Pre-Qualifying workers,
subcontractors and vendors before
they reach the site reduces
incidents and job costs.
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY BY UP TO

43%

We Believe Project and Jobsite
information should be accessible to
ALL project stakeholders including
planners, schedulers, estimators,
and project controls.

Lowering injury rates increases jobsite
performance.
2 million+ active HammerTech jobsite workers in
safety, risk, and compliance projects see an
increased productivity rate by as much as 43%.
Project Stakeholders have real time jobsite
information across multiple sites, multiple
subcontractors and workers.
Identify issues before they occur. Increase
scheduling, controls and forecasting accuracy with
jobsite to back office KPI’s.
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INTEGRATED SAFETY PLATFORM
HammerTech reduces operational costs with
improved productivity and increased visibility.
Manage all areas of safety and worksite operations
in a single solution. See increased productivity by
as much as 16%.

2Mil+
GLOBAL PROJECT WORKERS

Powerful Dashboards and Reporting available on
any mobile device provides remote access to
data direct from the field.
Leverage PowerBI - standardize risk and safety
data combined with existing BI and companywide data warehouse reporting to jobsite, project
controls, executive and owner stakeholders.
Eliminates Paper and Spreadsheet Processes
resulting in increased job profits and seamless
collaboration.
Key Project Data Includes:
Project Performance Data
Hours and Activities

PERSONNEL

CERTIFICATION
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EQUIPMENT

SAFETY PLAN
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SDSs
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